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the most common aftermarket emission solutions today are the dpf and def, said andrew butler, general manager of the jaltest line of diagnostic and test equipment. as far as i know, thats it. there arent many other products on the market. its fairly simple to implement. say a company can figure out a way to detect it, they are going to
have a very competitive advantage. the downside is that to a large extent, this is a hardware solution. there are online software programs, but its a manual process, said butler. they may be multiple check points on the dpf. if you get a dpf fault, it could be the maf, the def, whatever. its an unfair comparison to lump the dpf into one

category. if you have a dpf, you may have to do all three. there is so much variability depending on what kind of engine you have. we have developed a unique application called jaltest turbo. it blows data on the dpf and def. its a small portable tool and it costs less than a big oem system. all of our tools include the jaltest console, which
is an android-based system. the jaltest console looks like it is going to be a handheld. it has a full display, and it is wireless. its a very natural way to interface with the vehicle. thats what we set out to do, and we have been very successful at it. now, we are setting out to go wireless, and we have the jaltest sae. the development of this

console took us about five years. im proud to say that the jaltest console has been shipped worldwide for more than a year, and its user interface and operation is exactly as advertised. but its not as pretty or as easy to use as the jaltest pro.
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what you may have is a problem with the communication between the def pump switching valve and the def pressure switch. the valve has a yellow light. the yellow light should come on only when the switch is closed. if it is flashing on or off, or off and then flashing on and off, the pneumatic valve needs to be replaced. the defective
valve needs to be replaced. if the valve is not defective, you will have to proceed to the next step. if the def-pumping is flashing on or off, its the valve. connect the diagnostic tool to the jaltest adaptor, and run the test. press the manage switch button to select the def pressure switch, and select open the def tank return line. press the

connect button. when the test is complete, it will show the pneumatical valve as ok. if its not ok, then its time to take the valve to an automotive parts manufacturer for replacement. an auto parts store will do and thats a whole different story. but first, we need to perform the after-treatments for the other def-related codes. if youve got
a maf or maf sensor problem, youll have to do the aftertreatments as well. the tests above shouldnt be done until the vehicle is on the road and running properly. after a successful def pressure test, load the jaltest tuning base, go to the jaltest section and select def pressure and see whether the def pneumatic switching valve, def

pressure switch or def pressure cylinder all work properly. if the def pneumatic switching valve light flashes on and off or if its on and off and then back on, replace the pneumatic valve. fmovies khan academy review chemistry of the cell poster zip download download lagu tectonic plates pdf crack scarx 3d vr headset free download full
version autohell website serial number securit 5ec8ef588b
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